Newsletter #5

DESK is intended to offer adult learners
an opportunity to engage in an
innovative and refreshing learning
environment through

improving their digital skills,
and being introduced to
Augmented Reality technology

Welcome to the 5th newsletter of
DESK project!
In this issue we would like to
introduce you to the DESK Toolkit
and its innovative learning
structure.
You can also find out what has been
done so far regarding the project
implementation and details about
the next steps that are planned for
the last months of DESK project.
Thank you for showing interest in
this project. Make sure to reccomend
our platform and contents to your
students, colleagues and friends.

Nº 2018-1-EL01-KA204-047819
http://desk.e-sl.gr/
https://www.facebook.com/DESK-362474434309114/

Keep on reading to know more
about the platform!

DESK TOOLKIT
The DESK Toolkit includes all the educational resources developed under the
five IOs that adult trainers and learners have the opportunity to use.
IO1: State of the Art Review on Education Using Augmented Reality
IO2: Summary of the Questionnaire
IO2: Adult Digital Education Skills Kit (DESK) Curriculum
IO3: Case-Studies of AR for Adult Education
IO4: DESK lms
IO5: Online Guide for Using DESK Toolkit

Trainers can choose the training “path” based on the previous knowledge and
experience of their trainees. Advanced users can have direct access to the DESK
repository to explore all the materials and create a learning path. To support
basic users a framework has been developed with proposed pathways for them.

http://desk.e-sl.gr/

https://www.facebook.com/DESK-362474434309114/

E-LEARNING PLATFORM

DESK lms is a free Moodle platform created by the consortium, intended for all
European adult trainers and learners wishing to improve or enhance their digital
skills.
The seven modules are aimed at improving the learners' skills to successfully use
tools of ICTs, and networking services to access, retrieve, create, edit, integrate,
share and evaluate information.
Learners will be able to succeed in 68 hours, 48h theory and 20h practice, and to
asses their progress

NEXT STEPS
Organization of national multiplier events

If you want to take part
on any of the events or
test the platform,
contact us!

Testing of the e-learning platform content
Preparation for the development of the final report of DESK project
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